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coosists of twelve 30-an diameter oolumns, each 95-an deep,
containing an 80-cm oolumn of nutrient solution. Flow rare is
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10:30 a.m., Saturday, April 30
Donna Stockrabm, Prestdtng

Room 207, Comstock Memorial Unton
10:30

INFLUENCE OF CIIEIATES ON

IR.ON/OXAIATE PHOTOCHEMISTKY
Bob sweeaey,Jay MclJ&ughlln. F.rica Harvey, Mankato
scate University, Department of Chemistry and Geology.
Box 40 MSU, Mankato, MN S6002

The photochemical reduction of aqueous Felli by
dicarboxyiate ions (such as oxalate) is potentially a major
source of H 2o 2 , an important oxidant in atmospheric:; water
chemistry. The sunlight-initialed reaction between ~ and
oxalate is sensitive to the presence of other dissolved organic
species, a fact that could have significant implications for
atmospheric iron chemistry. This study explored the influence
of the spectrophotometric reagent di-2-pyridyl ketone
benzoylhydrazone (DPKBH) on the Fem/oxalate
photoreaction. While the initial rate of Fe 11 formation
decreases with increasing concentrations of DPKBH, the
overall yield of Fe11 is enhanced. Our results suggest that the
increased net production of Fell is due to inhibition by
DPKBH of the back-reaction between fell and the oxalate
radical monoanion.
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11:10

AN ARRAY OF HOT-SPRING DIATOM
HABITATS

BarbanJ.R. Gudmundson aodJ6nJ60880ll, Ea»ystem
Jlesean:h Service/Upper Midwest, PO Box 17102,
Mloneapolls MN SS417

Diatom communities were sampled in July

1986

at a very

large array of hot springs emerging from cracks in low basalt
cliffs of a 1666-meter dormant glacier-capped volcano on the
North Atlantic Rift/Ridge. The specific area was 6 km north of
the south coast of Iceland, at approximately 100 m eleV2lion.
Water temperature and pH were sampled dose to the diatom
sampling loci, although the hot water source (issuing as a
waterfall) was in some cases meters away from the diatom
mat it bathed. Toe springs varied greatly in temper.Uure and
color of algal and cyanobacterial mats, but little in pH. All

mats were gelatinous. Several diatom genera were
represented, principally Epitbemia, Rbopalodia,
Rboicos:pbenia, Nilzscbia, Denticula, Diploneis, Amphora, and
Pinnularia.
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adjusted to obtain a change of nutrient solution hourly.
Peristaltic pumps circulate solution from a stock solution
through each column. A balance is used to continuously
monilor transpiration losses from the stock solution. Nutrient
solution is passed through a 0.2 um filter. Aeration is
maintained by pumping nutrient solution into a mixing
reservoir. Solution temperature is controlled and both
temper.Uure and pH are ronlinuously lllOMored. Grain yields
range from 115 to 200 g plant- 1. In the absence of nutrient
deficiency or parasitic stress, nitrogen uptake ranged from
about 6 to 12 g p1an1-l which is about 2 to 4 times that
observed in field studies. The system permits correlation
between evapotranspiration and net racliatioo.

N

A CONTINENTAL CRUST FRACI'lJllE
INITIATION PATfERN AND HYPOTHETICAL
MEOIANISM
10:S0

A HYDROPONIC SYSTEM FOR URGE
PLANT ~EAROI: DE.SIGN, OPERATION
AND ~ULTS WITH MAIZE (ZEA MAYS L)

Alan OJnessl, C. Weote1 , D. Santlol2, Steven wagoerl
and Jana 1Unke1
l~A-Agrk:ultural Research Servk:e-MWA, N. Central
Soll, Coo.servatlon Research Laboratory, N. Iowa Ave.,
Morris, MN, S6267 and 2<-.ancerbury Christ Church
College, Cancerbury,. Keat, United Kingdom.
The NCSCR Laboratory Hydroponic System is designed for
monitoring nutrient uptake by larger plants such as maize
throughout the entire growth cycle. Plants are grown in
porous pots supported over continually circulated nutrient
solutions. Each plant is supported by a thin (4-an) layer of
washed sand which is retained by plastic mesh. The system
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Douglas W. ZbikowskJ, Geological Sodety of Mlnoaiota,
7833 Able St NE, Spring lake Park, MN 55432
A careful observation of the North American
Midcontinent Rift System (MRS) as detailed on a Bouguer
gravity map filtered to exclude features with wavelengths
greater than 250 km, reveals a distinctive symmetry and
geometric regularity between southern Minnesota and
southeastern Nebraska. Toe symmetry expressed is reflected
relative to both a primary axis oriented from the NW to the
SE, and a secondary axis oriented orthogonally. Toe axes of
symmetry on the map's swface, are interpreted to represent
the intersections of two orthogonal radial planes of reflection
with the spherical crustal swface. Toe observed symmetrical
pattern of rift curvature suggests a causal relational influence
superimposed upon the fracture formation process by some
compelling features or events located nearby, and within
these two radial planes of reflection. This is because,
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mechanistically, simple natural symmetry is the physical
manifestation of spatial pattem that reflects an invariance of
distance dependeot causal .relatiooship.
It is hypothesiZed that the crust .fracture curv.uure is the
product of a curvilinear mantle convection plume aligned
under the secondary axis, that produces tension and other
convection related stresses in the crust. The symmetrical
curvature produced by the initial propagation of crustal
fracture under these stresses, exhibits a profile very similar to
an archer's recurved bow. It is further proposed that the
entire rift fracture started with this figure, and that similar
sigPalure profiles have past reooroed oocwrences worldwide.
A tensive, adjunctive emergence of a triple juoction of
fracture is offered to supplant its previously imagined role in
the rift's creation and growth. The signature bow fracture
hypothesis is further supported by evidence of the regular
appearance of several collateral features which are logically
related to the bow's development and have been noted at
other suspected bow fracture locations. Thus, from the
creative application of pattern recognition with a IIIE":baoist.ic
understanding of simple natural symmetry, and giving
consideration to geometric material stress projection, a
hypothetical fracture development is presented.

DERIVATIVE CONTINENTAL INDICATIONS
OF A a.JllVIllNEAR. CARIBBEAN MAN11.E
CONVECI1ON PUJME
Douglas W. Zbikowski, Geologlcal Sodety of Minnaota,
7833 Able St NE, Spring lake Park, MN SS432
Inextricably interrelated to the recurved-bow
interpretation of the MRS development, is introduced a
second hypothesis, proposing that when the Iowa bow
ioitially f.12CtUred, the cq)tjoeotal territory where l now eu;ts
was positioned over a distinctively curvilinear mantle
convection plume, which originally established and oontinues
to define the perimeter margins of the eastern end of the
Caribbean plate . The ancient formation of this plume's
characteristic shape is reasoned, by rationale and evidence, to
exhibit a coriolis influence, upon its early convection flow.
The emergent scenario is that after the Iowa bow
fracturing of this first continental superposition, the plume
remained stationary while the continent was moved about
160 km, possibly by the collision of the Grenville Province.
Subsequently, the movement subsided and a second rift
system developed, which is indicated today by the clear
delineation of the same plume profile by derivative
aeromagoetic effects from the attendant surface rifting; and by
a second recurved bow in southern Michigan, which exhibits
both a stressfully significant 90 degree alignment to the Iowa
bow, and is symmetrically coincident to the surface rifting
pattern. This unique orientation is an extremely significant
evidential correlation between the recurved-bow hypothesis
and the Caribbean convection plume hypothesis, as it lends
validity to both the proposed mechanisms by graphically
illustrating the interrelationship between the two
developments. Also, supporting consistent pattern
correspondence, the paleogeoraphic position of the length
axis of the Iowa bow, paleomagnetically matches the
Caribbean plate's northern margin.
Could a mantle convection plume, positioned under the
Caribbean plate, have created these continental and oceanic

2

crustal pattern replications? It is suggested that, as a
composition implies a history, the coincidence of three
physical matchings of derivative effects in accessible
proximity, begs for thoughtful consideration of a common
causal source.

BuSINESS AND EcONOMICS

8:30 a.m. - noon, Saturday, April 30

RaftV Kalra, Presidtng
Room 205, Comstock Memorial Untan
8:30

A SIMPU GEOMETRIC EXPOSmON OF THE
PHillJPS aJRVE AND OKUN'S LAW
CnJg Marcott and llobert lllley, Univenliy of St.
Thomas, 211S Summit Avenue, St. Paul, MN SSlOS-1096
A standant geometric maaoeconomic model is modified by
inlroducing two new features: (a) a construct which exttacts
the unemployment rate from a labor market diagram, and (b)

a construct which converts changes in the price level
determined in the aggregate demand/aggregate supply
diagram into the inflation rate. 1hese are used to show the
relationship between the unemployment rate and the inflation
rate (i.e., the Phillips Curve) as well as the relationship
between real output and the wiemploymeot rate (i.e., Okun's
Law). The model is used to perform comparative static
analysis of demand- and supply-side disturbances under
different assumptions about inflationary expectations. The
results are consistent with those of standard intermediate
macroeconomics texts in that demand-side shocks cause
movements along both the Phillips curve and the Okun's Law
curve. Oianges in the labor market result in the usual shifts of
the Phillips curve and generate a typical long run (FriedmanPhelps) Phillips curve. This model, unlike the standard
treatments, demonstrates that the degree of the shift of the
Phillips curve depends on the parameters defining aggregate
supply and demand; that is, the expected inflation rate is not
a constant shift parameter for the Phillips curve.

8:S0

EXAMINATION OF Ul1UlY IN THE
CONI'EXT OF BLISS
John]. Cheb, Department of Accounting, C.Ollege of
Business, St. Cloud State University, 720 Fourth Ave.
South, St. Cloud, MN S6301
This paper examines the fundamental notion of utilly in the
context of bliss. In modem economic thinking, a person's
behavior is attempted to be explained based on the notion of
utility. Yet, we observe philanthropic cases where a person's
preference ordering and action choice based the traditional
notion of utility may appear to be inconsistent with what
would be expected. Assuming bliss in a person, we examine
the relationship among the notion of utility, preference, and
action choice. Further, we explore how the relationship
examined under the assumption of bliss affects the action
choice set of a person.
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REFORM AND TRANSmON TO A MARKET
ECONOMY IN CHINA AND RUSSIA
Y115CO liu and Rawllc SUJBvan. Departmalt of
Marketing. University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, MN SSlOS
After more than half a decade's experiment, Communism
failed in both Olina and Russia (former Soviet Union) as a
result of economic stagnation and disaster due to political
suppression and economic deprivation. SinCe late 1970s and
mid 1980s, both Olina and Russia have embarked on the road
of economic reform and transition from a command to a
market economy. However, they differ in the way they have
adopted for the reform and transition. China's economic
reform is well-planned, gradual, and systematic. While it
encourages privati7.ation and gives its people more freedom
in economic activities, il never loosens tigbt political control.
The result is sustained economic growth, rapid increase in
trade, and growing foreign direct investment. However, the
economic reform in Russia takes a different course. Relaxed
political control led to disintegration, chaos, and instability.
Rapid privatization and abrupt shock therapy sent price
skyrocketing and production pluming. From the above
comparison, we may see that a gradual approach in economic
reform within a environment of political stability is necessary
for a successful economic reform and transition from a
command to a market economy.

9:30

EFFECTIVE STRATEGIC MANAGENENT AND
1HE CENTRAL EUROPEAN TRANSmON
Peter Geib, Ph.D., Moorhead State University, Dept. of
Business Adroioisfl:'atioo, Moorhead, MN S6S60
The aim of this study is to analyre and explain effective
U.S. management strategies in Central European Transition
Economies. The focus is on the Czech Republic, Poland, and
Hungary. Objectives within the broad aim are several fold.
First, the objective is to analyze and describe successful
strategies in terms of the threats and opportunities implicit in
a rapidly changing macro-economic context. Second, the
objective is to analyre and explain the organizational cultural
changes required for successful strategic policy/formulation. A
third objective has been to analyre and explain the nature of
successful collaborative relationships with a particular
emphasis on focused joint ventures.
This study is based on several years of on-site structured
interviews in Central Europe. In June 1993, the author
completed thirty structured interviews with American firms or
joint venture managers in Budapest, Hungary. These
interviews are part of a larger effort to understand strategic
management that has included over 75 interviews in the
Czech Republic and Poland as well as Hungary over the last
three years. Related efforts have involved interviews with
economic development professionals in in.slitutions such as
the European Development Bank and the U.S. Commerce
Dept.
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9:S0

1HE EFFECfS OF FOREIGN MERGERS ON
UNION AND NON-UNION WAGE LEVEL IN
THE UNITED SfATES
All Hckmat, Departmcot ofEcooomica, University of
North Dakota, Box 8369, Grand FOl'ks, ND 58202

The United States has increasingly become the
recipient of foreign direct investment as foreign firms
purchase (merge with) U.S. companies or establish new
plants in the United States.
Previous studies (for example, Harris & Ravenscraft
1991; Scholes & Wolfson 1990; Dunning & Morgan 1980)
suggest that foreign companies, particularly those oper.l1ing in
developing countries, pay comparatively high wages.
However, these studies do not examine the wage effect of
foreign mergers empirically. In particular they fail to
distinguish between wages paid to union and nonunion
workers. This study coaects this deficiency.
This study combines two data files: Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) and Qurent Population Survey (CPS) fies
which provide information on mergers and individuals,
respectively. These data provide access to a large sample
population of 10,000 individuals employed in 71 industries.
The results from this study suggest that unlike
domestic merged employers, industries during the 1979 to
1985 period composed of foreign merged employers paid
significantly higher wages than industries with no foreign
merged employers. The results also show that wages paid to
non-union workers are higher than union workers. These
findings are new to the literature on both foreign merger
activity and union and nonunion wages in the United States.
The wage differential discovered in this study are due
to numerous factors. These factors include productive firms,
productive workers, divide and rule strategy, profit rates,
capital intensity, advanced technology, union bargaining
strength, good employer image, and exchange rates.
To the extent that the higher wages are passed along
to consumers in the form of increased prices, a previously
unrecogniZed source of inflation is uncovered.

10:10

RISK STRUCTURE OF COMMEROAL BANKS
IN THE MIDWESr
Eungmio Kang. Ph.D., Department ofEcooomi<:s, St.
Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota S6301
The interest rate risk of bank loan assets has been a major
cause of bank failures during the 1980s. This study
inyestigates the interest rate risk structures of the midwestem
banks with a new measure of the risk - the sensitivity of bank
loan assets to the changes in the national interest rate. The
risks are measured for the midwestem banks and compared
with those of other banks in different regions. By identifying
the determinants of the risks and their correlations among
these regions, the potential benefits of the midwestern banks
from expanding the interregional market expansions are
examined. The empirical results suggest that the levels of
interest rate risk of local banks are affected by regional
macroeconomic and industrial characteristics. Also, it indicates
that the risk characteristics of loan assets of the midwestern
banks are significantly different from those of other banks in
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different regions and, thus, the midwestem banks can be
benefited from the interregional marlcet expansions which
allow them to diversify their loan assets.

GEOGRAPHY PART I:

LANDSCAPE

AND ENvlRONMENT

8:30 a.m., Saturday, April 30
Kathrine Kltnk, Presldtng

Room 203, Comstock Memorial Unton
8:30

THE TWIN aTIES METROPOl.n'AN AREA
URBAN HEAT ISIAND: ANALOG FOR.
GLOBAL WARMING?
Paul E. Todhunter, University of North Dakota, Gnnd
Forks, ND S8202
Published in the North Dakota Academy of Science
Proceedings.

an intensively managed agricultural landscape to an urban
landscape. Temporal changes were documented in the
number, total area, and vegetation cover types of wetlands.
Toe number of wetlands increased from 33 in 1926 to 38 in
1964, and then declined to 31 by 1988. Total area inaeased
from 113 hectares (ha) in 1926 to 312 ha in 1964, and then
declined to 150 ha in 1988. Likewise, mean wetland area
increased from 3.4 ha to 8.2 ha in 1964, and then declined to
4.8 ha in 1988- Of the original 33 wetlands mapped in 1926,
19 existed in 1964 and 11 existed in 1988- A comparison of
size distribution of wetlands in 1926 with 1988 showed an
increase in the number of large wetlands (>5 ha). Over the
63-year period, the dominant vegetatioo cover type shifted
from forest in 1926 to saub-shrub and emergent in 1964, and
then to emergent and forest in 1988. Toe study points out the
importance of multiple-sampling years for detectiog temporal
changes in wetlands during shifts in land use.

9:30

RANCH LANDSCAPES OF CENTRAL
NEVADA: PRIVATE FOR.CES CREATING A
PUBUC LANDSCAPE
Manha L Henderson, Ph.D., Depanmeat of Geography,
University of Minnesota, Duluth, Duluth, MN SS812

8:S0

STRESS IN HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS:
THE 1993 FLOODS

Graham A. Tobin &Jaac C. Olle:obul'ger, Department of
Geography aad Department of Sociology, Unlvcrsity of
Minnesota Duluth, Duluth, MN SS812
Toe goal of this project is to develop a model through whlch
stress associated with hazardous events can be more fully
understocxl. Toe research focuses on the flood haurd and
builds on information collected immediately after the MidWe st floods of 1993. At the individual level, it was
hypothesized that stress is related to such independent
variables as age, gender, socioeconomic status, health, and
familiarity/experience with flooding. Toe dependent variable,
stress, was analyzed through expressed levels of anxiety,
depression, and day-to-day functional ability. Data were
collected by a lengthy telephone survey of 233 flood victims
in Iowa and Missouri. Seven variables, gender, physical
health, mental health, flood damage, education, physical
mobility, and number of people in household, emerged from
the regression model as significant predictors of stress. The
model will be refined as additional factors are included on
group and community characteristics. Toe research is part of a
comprehensive, longitudinal study of how hazard stress
fluctuates over time and under different flood conditions

9:10

Public lands of the West are often depicted as empty,
colorless spaces without human substance or structure. This
image, however, is distant from reality. Vast areas of
intermountain landforms and rangeland ecosystems,
seemingly wild and unaffected by human intrusion, mirror a
set of social processes and cultural ideas. Central Nevada is a
primary example of an extensive physical environment that
has been structured and organized to meet specific economic
and aesthetic demands. This paper investigates the nature of
western landscape evolution within a region dominated by
public land ownership but encoded for private cattle
ranching. A field examination of Monitor Valley in central
Nevada reveals a shift from private ownership and associated
material forms to publicly held resources. This shift is
identifiable in the material culture of the valley. The
discovered landscape indicates historical changes in American
ideals for western lands. Periods of early settlement based on
an agrarian land ethic are replaced by an economic ideal of
public resource ownership with private resource use.
loterpreting the modem landscape as symbolic of these ideals
provides clues to social processes and cultural ideas of the
American experience.

TEMPORAL OIANGFS OF WETI.ANDS
WIIHIN AN URBANIZED-AGRICTJLn.JRAL
LANDSCAPE

Philippe A. Thil>ault, University of Minnesota,
Geography Department, 414 Social Sciences Tower, 267
19th Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN SS45S
Aerial photographs from 1926, 1964, and 1988 were used to
map wetlands within a 36 km 2 area adjacent to Syracuse,
New York. During this 63-year period, land use shifted from
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10:SS

10: 15 a.m., Saturday, April 30
Kathrine Kltnk, Prestdtng
Room 203, Comstock Memorial Unton

Melissa}. Loughlin, Department of Geography,
University of Minnesoca, Minneapolis, MN SS4SS

10:lS

POPUIATION CHANGE IN MINNESOTA BY
AGE COHORT, 1950-1990
John Tichy, Department of Geography, University of
Minnesota, 414 Social Sciences Tower, 267 - 19th Avenue
South. Minneapolis, MN SS4SS
I used forward survival ratios to analyze population change in
Minnesota (by county) by five-year age cohorts for the four
decades in the period 1950-19')0. The ranges of survival ratios
for young cohorts (base year ages 04 and children bom after
the base year) were small, implying that the parents of young
children do not out-migrate from their home counties in large
numbers. The geographic patterns of survival ratios for young
adult cohorts (base year ages S-19) indicate a huge-scale outmigration from most rural counties and a large-scale inmigration into metropolitan counties and especially into
college counties. Survival. ratios of middle-adult cohorts (base
year ages 20-34) indicate little movement except outmigration from college counties and in-migration into
counties with good job opp:,rtunities. Survival. ratio 12118es of
late-working age and early retiree cohorts (base year ages 3S59) were also small, with some m-migration into nonh-central
resort counties. Old retiree cohorts (base year ages 60+) out.migrated from resort counties and in-migrated iilto scattered
rural counties, suggesting a return journey by many of the
members of this cohort tD where they were raised.

10:3S

EMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP IN THE NEW
SPACE ECONOMY
Stephco}. Smela, Department of Geography, University
of Minnesota, 414 Sodal Science Tower, 267 19th
Avenue South. Minneapolis, MN SS4SS

INTERNATIONAL AIR. SERVICE AND THE

MIDWEST

International air service represents global accessibility. This
paper oompares the Midwest tD the rest of the nation in tenns

of intercontinental air transportation. Scheduled service to
Midwestern communities is examined in the context of the
U.S. passenger aviation system as a whole. Rank sa>res of
eight regions based on hub size, foreign destinations, and
other variables indicate levels of overall international
connectivity. The Federal Aviation Administration's national
hierarchy and airline industry structure frame discussion of
service variation among regions. The ranking system will be
used in an historical examination of international service
changes within the Midwest.

11:lS HOW TO PARTITION BOSNIA
Branko M. Colakovk:, Dent. of Geography, MSU 2,
Mankato State University, Mankato, MN S6002
It seems that Bosnia-Herzegovina will go the way of former
Yugoslavia. Hopes of "mtted" Bosnia are mainly in the heads
of some idealistic person and most of them live in the West
and are out of touch with the Balkan experience. 1n order tD
end the agony of this civil war, it is important to arrive wlh
some realistic geographic solution.
A series of maps will present physical geography, historical
changes, ethnic distribution and economic assets location.
Following an assumption that three South Slavic ethnic
groups, the Serbs, Croats and Muslims do not want to stay
together, a practical map of separation will be presented. The
"World Community" shall take intD account what the people
of Bosnia want and not to force them tD stay together.

While "worker ownership of the means of production" has
been a goal of social reformers since the early days of the
Industrial Revolution, ownership of equity by a firm's own
employees has become significant in the United States only
since the mid-1970s. This paper outlines the history and
growth of employee stock: ownership plans (ESOPs), using
concepts from the French Regulation School of political
economy. The rise of employee ownership illustrates
adjustments made between the regime of accumulation and
the mode of regulation after the crisis in Fordism in the early
1970s. However, employee ownership was not the only
possible response to this crisis; the roles of historical
contingency, institutions, and individual agency must also be
acknowledged. This account of the growth of ESOPs will
therefore serve as an illustration of the broad theory of
economic change put forth by the Regulation School.
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